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Chevelle Floor Replacement

In this Booklet we will show the stepby-step method of replacing the most
often rusted section in a ‘69 Chevelle:
The rear floor. There are a number of
reproduction panels available, although
to date, most appear to be stamped
from a ‘66-67 floor pattern. They will
pretty much fit ‘64-70 Chevelles, but
the finger strengthening grooves are
shaped differently for some years. If you
must have totally concours-shaped
floor metal then finding a rust-free donor of your year Chevelle is your only
choice. The southwest salvage yards
are full of good rust free floors. KEEP IN
MIND THAT THESE SAME TECHNIQUES
WILL WORK FOR REPRODUCTION FLOOR
METAL OR AN ORIGINAL FLOOR
SECTION.
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An important aspect as you begin is knowing what depth
the floor actually sets down in, so when you replace the
floor this will be put back exactly the same. Here, we are
measuring the depth using a level across the door step to
the tranny tunnel. Make note of this measurement.

Note:
These same techniques will
work if you are using Brand
New Reproduction Metal
Floor panels.
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2. Outline the original rusted floor section with
tape. Randy’s right elbow is where a floor brace
runs from the center of the floor at the trans
tunnel to the step plate or rocker panel edge.
Place the tape line behind the welds one to two
inches toward the rear of the car. Wire wheel the
welds to make them stand out, drill out the spot
welds being careful to drill through only the thickness of the floor pan on the original floor to keep
from damaging the floor brace underneath. NOTE:
if your floor is rusted toward front of vehicle more
than we have taped, simply move the tape line
forward enough to compensate.
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3. On the original floor you can see the welds
have been drilled and the tape line is behind
the welds one to two inches. Cut on the tape
line closest to the welds. You want extra metal
at this point until you do the final trim.
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4. This step is very important! On the tranny
tunnel, note where the tape stops by the seat
belt support brace (arrow), you will need to drill
out a few spot welds around this and slice right
in the middle of the hole. Be sure to only cut the
first layer of the old floor out of the way. Be
careful not to slice through the seat belt brace
which is directly underneath the floor
sheetmetal. (NOTE - If you line up the belt brace
hole on the new salvage floor and the floor edge
under the rocker panel you cannot go wrong in
squaring up the panel.) If you are installing a
repro floor, this will not apply.
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5. Next, drill out spot welds on the new floor.
We unpacked the new salvage yard part and went
right to work. We wire brushed in the same
spot as the old floor in our project. We found
the spot welds and taped just outside of them
toward the rear of the car. This is to give us a
little extra metal to work with. The welds are
about 5/16” in a diameter and the floor brace
flange is about 5/8” wide. When drilling the welds
out on this new floor pan we do not have to be
as careful as the original floor because we will
not be using the underlying floor brace from it,
only the sheet metal floor pan. If your floor brace
is rusted out you will need to keep the solid one
you got with your salvage yard floor.
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6. You will then need to drill out the spot welds on
both the new and the old original floor right where
the top of the rocker panel is, at the rear of the
door opening. Drill through both layers of metal then
gently tap the trigger of an air hammer to pick up
the rocker’s edge, being careful not to mangle the
new floor pan. Do the same on the original floor still
on the car. A hand Chisel will also work. You will
need to continue your cutting of the floor pan outside into the rocker one inch in order for the lip to
flap open (arrow). We will mig weld this rocker relief
slice later.
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7. Randy is slicing the new salvage yard floor pan
on the tape line. The back wall on the new floor
pan is being cut five inches upwards from the flat
section where your foot would rest. This will give
an extra inch: to fit it to the car and get the correct height. We originally measured three to four
inches upon the original floor pan. The original floor
should have the spot-welds drilled, tape lines cut
and be removed by now.
NOTE! if your floor is rusted out toward the front of
the car more than ours was, simply place tape
forward to compensate. You may not have to deal
with the floor brace but the same techniques apply.
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8. Randy retaped the new salvage floor in the center of the spot welds where the floor brace was. He
then sliced down the length of the floor pan right in
the middle.
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9. Now, lay the new salvage floor into the opening
where the old floor section was removed. Note
where the Chevelle had to have the rocker sliced
to raise the rocker lip as decribed in caption #6
Simply slide the new floor underneath this flapped
up rocker edge. If there are clearance problems,
trim a little bit of floor metal off until the floor fits
easily under this lip. (See arrow)
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11. Pull up the floor and you should have a nice
black line showing the perimeter. Notice the rear
side of the pan, we are one to two inches above
where the original floor metal was cut (see arrows). We have plenty to make a height adjustment and trim if necessary.
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10. Press down the new floor as tight as possible.
This is only the first preliminary fit. Take a marker
and trace around the perimeter so you can see
what you have. Press down with your foot if needed
or have a friend assist you.
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12. Once trimmed, we took a can of black paint
and sprayed a light coat around the perimeter. We
are now into our final fitting stages

13.
The
new
floor
is
set
in
place.
We
are
only
interested
in
the
front
section
of
the
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14. Randy took the cutter and cut on the scribed line through the
first layer of metal. He then pulled the metal away from the brace.
The new floor should fit perfect on top of the floor brace after the
welds are ground smooth.
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16. On the new salvage yard floor, file the smooth
edge that goes up the side towards the back of the
car. This gives the perfect scribe line for a good
butt fit.

15.On the floor brace there will be round spot
welds left from drilling that need to be ground
smooth. The trick is to only grind the weld flush
and not the floor brace metal.
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17. The floor is now placed back into the opening and measured for depth,
it’s important to put it back the same height it was originally. To hold it in
place, we use self-tapping sheetmetal screws. The 1/8” holes can easily be
welded up afterward.
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18. After checking the depth and butt fit at the floor brace, (see arrow),
we now scribe the back wall and trans tunnel wall with a crisp line.
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19. The scribe against the back wall!. We will now
trim 1/8” away from the line with the cutter and
then grind right to the line with the angle grinder
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20. We went ahead and sand blasted the panel
before installation. If your car is being 100% restored then you can wait until you blast the rest
of the floor. Our new salvage yard floor is solid,
no pin holes.

21. We chose Dupont’s Variprime to prime the floor
section. It has good corrosion protection and is
an excellent primer to weld on.
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22. Place the floor back in. Trim edges for optimum fit. To hold in place tack weld until you are
satisfied with fit. Weld around perimeter no more
than one inch at a time moving from one side of
the floor to the other.
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23. This is what the
new floor should look
like with a razor
blade gap between
panels!

24. The rocker panel lip needs to be tapped down
into place then welded solid on the spot weld
holes. Also weld the relief slice made earlier.
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25. The new salvage floor now has
a butt fit to the original floor where
the brace is. Note the half circle of
the two panels around the seat belt
hole. Be sure and clean out the hole
for the seat belt bolt to thread easily! Weld solid the spot weld holes to
the floor brace first, then the length
of the panel.
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26. We finished off the top side floor
by grinding the solid welds smooth.
Make your welding beads as smooth
as possible to eliminate the need
for too much grinding.

1. As long as you do not
have any pin holes greater
than 3/16” round, then you
will be safe with this technique If they are 1/8” or
smaller, circle them to make
them stand out.

3. Using oxygen and acetylene, take a welding tip and
melt 1/8” diameter brass rod
into the hole. Start by heating the metal around the hole
then simultaneousely melt the
brass 1/8” away from the hole
and let it roll over into and
over the hole to seal it up.

27. Go beneath the car and grind
the underside floor smooth where you
welded. We have the top side fitting
so well that there should only be
slight penetration weld bumps on the
bottom side.

2. Very often a floor will
have a few pin holes and
it is not cost effective to
replace the complete
section. We took a UNI
RAM
007
vacuum
sandblaster and blasted
the areas that showed
small pitting to see how
large the holes were

4. Have a wet rag ready
and cool the repair before proceeding to the
next hole. After you
have finished welding
all the holes carefully go
underneath the floor
and use a burr tool or
small grinder, smooth
the repair level to the
floor. The underside is where it will be seen, The
inside can be blasted and primed and is considered finished because it is covered by the carpet. Besides, you want to leave a little brass
buildup for strength anyway.
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Short optional Customer Survey

About the Sites Convenience
1. Did you have any difficulty downloading or viewing our booklets?
Yes
No if So, Why:
2. Was Restoreityourself.com easy to navigate?
Yes
No if Not, Why:
3. Was our sample enough information for you to purchase it?
Yes
No if Not, Why:
About This booklet
4. Is our product priced fairly?
Yes
No if Not, Why:
5. Do you feel our booklet will help you with your project?
Yes
No if Not, Why:
About Tools
6. Would you buy your tools on-line and have them delivered to your Home or
Business?
Yes
No If Not, why?
About You & your Vehicle
7. Will you be doing the work yourself or will you have a shop do the work for you?
Myself
Shop
8. What is your age group?
15-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65+
9. What Vehicle/s do you own?
10. What Vehicle/s are you working on or having worked on?
In General
11. How do you feel about On-line shopping?
Comfortable
Uncomfortable but still do it
Not comfortable at all
12. Are you interested in becoming a member at restoreityourself.com for substantial savings?
Yes
No
13. Have you seen other sites providing Auto-Restoration booklets?
Yes
No if yes, Where:
14. Will you be a frequent visitor at restoreityourself.com?
Yes
No
Don't know
Please enter your email address if you would like us to contact you about the results of your
survey:
For any additional comments please type them in below:

Submit
(You must be online in order to submit this Form)

